Contracts.
BY : Randy E. Barnett.

PUBLISHER : Oxford University Press
CALL# : 346.7302 B261c

Written by a leading expert in the field, The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Contracts provides students with ready access to the basic doctrines of contract law, the story behind their evolution, and the rationales for their continued existence. An engaging book that allows students to grasp the "big picture" of contract law, it is organized around the principle that lies at the heart of contracts: consent. Beginning with the premise of "consent," the book provides a cohesive framework in which to understand the various aspects of contract law.

A thousand times more fair : what Shakespeare’s plays teach us about justice.
BY : Kenji Yoshino.

PUBLISHER : Ecco
CALL# : 340.11 Y65t

Looks at the roles of justice and law in the lives of modern-day people through the lens of Shakespeare's plays.

Powers of attorney simplified.
BY : Daniel Sitarz.

PUBLISHER : Nova Publications
CALL# : 346.73 S623p

Contains both fill-in-the-blank forms (both in the book and on the CD-ROM) and instructions for forms to authorize another person to act on your behalf in a variety of financial and/or health care situations, including unlimited, general, and limited powers of attorney, durable unlimited power of attorney for financial affairs, durable health care power of attorney, and advance health care directive.
**Trial prep for paralegals: effective case management and support to attorneys in preparation for trial.**

**BY:** Michael L. Coyne.

**PUBLISHER:** National Institute for Trial Advocacy

**CALL#:** 347.7372 C881t

- Litigation overview
- Evidence overview
- What to expect before and at trial
- Getting started with case management and organization
- Interviewing and investigation
- Keeping track of discovery and mastering e-discovery
- E-discovery issues and programs
- Assisting with testimonial evidence
- Exhibit preparation, maintenance, and coordination
- Mastering trial technology
- Putting together a trial notebook
- Handling pretrial and settlement matters
- Organizing a war room and tips for document maintenance
- Working with your attorney
- Working with others
- Beyond the paralegal title

**The employee rights handbook: effective legal strategies to protect your job from interview to pink slip.**

**BY:** Daniel Sitarz.

**PUBLISHER:** Legal Strategies Publications

**CALL#:** R 344.7301 S121e [Reference Book]

Nationally known workplace attorney Steven Mitchell Sack gives you all the information you need to be properly hired, protect yourself on the job, and fight back if you are unfairly or illegally fired. He tells you what to do, what to ask for and insist on, and how to protect your rights in those areas where workers are frequently exploited.

**Jury discrimination: the Supreme Court, public opinion, and a grassroots fight for racial equality in Mississippi.**

**BY:** Christopher Waldrep.

**PUBLISHER:** University of Georgia press

**CALL#:** 347.762 W167j

In 1906 a white lawyer named Dabney Marshall argued a case before the Mississippi Supreme Court demanding the racial integration of juries. He carried out a plan devised by Mississippi’s foremost black lawyer of the time: Willis Mollison. Against staggering odds, and with the help of a friendly newspaper editor, he won. How Marshall and his allies were able to force the court to overturn state law and precedent, if only for a brief period, at the behest of the U.S. Supreme Court is the subject of *Jury Discrimination*, a book that explores the impact of the Civil War and Reconstruction on America’s civil rights history.
**Essential Supreme Court decisions: summaries of leading cases in U.S. constitutional law.**

*BY*: John R. Vile.

**PUBLISHER**: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers

**CALL#**: R 342.73 V699e [Reference Book]


**Cases and materials on sexual orientation and the law.**

*BY*: William B. Rubenstein.

**PUBLISHER**: Thomson-West

**CALL#**: R 346.7301 R895c [Reference Book]

This updated edition continues the casebook’s tradition of weaving historical, sociological, and literary perspectives into the legal material. The edition includes a new chapter on equality, which places sexual orientation in the broader context of constitutional claims of discrimination. It also provides up-to-date and expanded treatment of the marriage debate, Lawrence v. Texas, and many other contemporary controversies. Finally, this edition adds coverage of gender identity issues that allows for the exploration of the differences and similarities between sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination.